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THE DOCUMENT here described is now in the possession of Yale 
University. It was recently acquired by purchase from a dealer in 
Cairo, along with a considerable collection consisting mainly of 
Greek papyri. The strip measures 22.5 x 11.5 cm., and ie in the 
main very weIl preserved, as may be seen from thélaccompanying 
photograph. 

The document is a record of sale of real estate, a city lot with 
its dwelling house and other minor buildings, sold to a man who 
is named, by two brothers who had inherited the property from 
their father. The priee paid was three hundred dinars in gold. 
The house was in Alexandria (though this is not actually stated), 
and its location is briefly described in terms which doubtless fully 
sufficed in theÎr own day, but are of no use to us now. It evidently 
was in a city block, for the boundary on one side was the street, 
and on the other three sides dwellings designated by proper names} 

After the description of the property and the account of the 
transaction, there follow the names of seven witnesses, who are 
declared to have put their signatures to the official deed of sale, 
which then was deposited (if my conjectural restoration at the 
bottom of the papyrus ie correct) in the dïwan of the Mosque 01 
Alexandria. 

The document Îs legible throughout, though rather carelessly 
written; and even with careful writing there may of course be some 
ambiguity. D. S. Margoliouth, in his Catalogue of the Arabie 
Papyri in the John Rylands Library, pp. xvi f., describes the cus
tomary script, in which "the same sign is employed for at least 
nine different letters," while the use of diacritical points is looked 
upon as "insult to the intelligence of the reader." In the present 
case, there are very few insults. 

1 If we happened ta possess in regard to the topography of Alexandria 
any such information as we have in the case of al-Fustât and Cairo, chance 
might throw light on one or more of these names. But there were no 
!:liftas in Alexandria at the time of the Arab conquest, and no description 
of the city during the early Muslim occupation has come down to us. In 
this connection, attention may becalled to the very interesting article by 
Kahle," Die Katastrophe des mittelalterlichen Alexandria," in the Mémoires 
de l'Institut Français 68 (1935), pp. 137-154. 
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W ords which are miswritten in the original text 1 have put in 
parentheses followed by the true reading. Square brackets are used 
for the words or letters which must be supplied where there is acci
dentaI omission or where the papyrus has been broken away. The 
script closely resembles that of a similar papyrus document (deed 
of sale) of the year 239, now in the Khedivial Library in Cairo, 
published by B. Moritz, Arabie Palaeography (Cairo, 1905), No. 
112. 

In the translation which is here offered, the main difficulty 1S 
with the proper names, especially those of the persons who are 
named in the account of the transaction. These are aU unfamiliar 
to me; and since even the consonants are frequently uncertain, my 
translation lS mere guesswork. 1 have not wished to overload the 
text with question marks, but they may be understood wherever a 
strange name appears. Others may be able to correct my readings. 

TRANSLATION 

This i8 that which Af'ida b. J arjara az-Zumrudi purchased Îrom 
Tusi (2) and Faqri, the sons of Anfar. He bought from them the 
estate of Anfar Abü Faqri, (3) which Tüsi and Faqri had inherited 
from their father Anfar ;and it is the dwelling house (4) which lS 
in the enclosure with certain (other) buildings. 

He bought this from them for 300 dinars, (5) in gold coin. The 
whole amount of the dinars was delivered to Tusi and Faqri, 
(6) and by it (this payment) Af'ida became Îree of obligation to 
them. 

Tusi and Faqri, at the time when they sold to Af'ida ("1) this 
estate which they had inherited from Anfar, were of sound mind, 
and weIl aware (8) of its income and iis outgo, its lowest and iis 
highest. 

If a claim sha11 be made by any one who (9) has paid out any
thing, in any matter or for any reason whatsoever, then upon Tüsi 
(10) and Faqri that sha11 revert for settlement from their own 
property. 

The boundaries of this (11) which Af'ida has purchased from 
Tusi and Faqri:· The eastern boundary is the street; its boundary 
(12) on the north is the dwelling of Kaislin; its western boundary 
is the manzil al-Fann(?) ; and its boundary (13) on the east is the 
dwelling of Bal)'ir. 
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The purchase of this from them for 300 dinars in gold coin 
(14) was attested by giving Tusi and Faqrï the reading of it in 
person. 

The following witnessed it as a lawful (15) transaction, with 
knowledge of its pros and its cons: Marqus b. Isl:1âq (16)-he 
wrote in detail (" item by item "), submitting the tablets of his 
testimony to his knowledge and his presence. (17) And Abttîla(?) 
b. rurun-he wrote in detai! the submission of his testimony to his 
knowledge (18) and his presence. And Quzmiin, of the Bani 
Hârün-he wrote in detail the submission of his testimony (19) to 
his knowledge and his presence. And Sahw(?) b. Harun-he wrote 
in (20) detail the submission of his testimony to his knowledge 
and his presence. (21) And Isl].âq b. Ibrahim al-Qurasï-he wrote 
his witness with his own hand. (22) And Ibrahim b. Ayytîb-he 
wrote in detail the submission of his testimony to his knowledge and 
his presence. (23) And $airaf b. Farfara( ?)-he wrote in detail 
the submission of his testimony: (an this) in a formaI document 
concerning it (the transaction) (24) in the Mosque of Alexandria, 
in the dïwân. 

And this was written in (the month of) Ramag,an, (25) in the 
year 205. 

NOTES 

Lime 1. I take the nisba from Zumrfid, given in Ibn Duqmiiq V. 90, as 
one of the towns of western Egypt.-The first consonant of "TUsI" ia 
assured by the pointing in line 5. The nün of " Anfar " ia certified in Hnes 
2 and 1. 

Line 2. The word &. Le.... (in this Une written with final Ut) seeme to 

be a technical term for" estate, inheritance." 
L,ne 3. The reading of the ms., ~)))' is possible; but the form fu'ill 

as plural of the active participle ia used chiefly in poetry, and the verb, 
as in line 1, was doubtless intended. 

Line 5. 1 think it probable that dWI is simply the scribe's labor·saving 

way of writing afW)\::J l, cf. line 13; but the reading in the text ia possible. 

The word dinar ia written defectively as in line 4, and elsewhere. 
Line 12. The familiar name Kaisàn is probably intended; as a180, in 

the following Hne, the equally corn mon name Batrir.-What to make ofc?Jl (which certainly seema to be the reading of the ms.) ia a question. 

It ia hardly the name of a person. s;;~I, "booty, plunder," and fJl, 
"fugitives," are possibilities. 

Line 14. The correct grammatical form would be 'il:;.· 
Lines 16 ff. Each witness testifies to his full knowledge of the trans

a.ction, a.nd to his presence in person. 
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Line 17. The second and third consonants of the first name are merely 
guessed at.-The Hlirûn who appears 80 prominently in these lines, evi· 
dently a very weil known person, i8 quite likely Hiirlln b. Abdalliih az
Zuhri, who was made q«4i in al-Fus~i1~ by the caliph al-Ma'mlln in the 
year 217. See Ibn 'Abd al-l..lakam, p. 246, and al·Kindi's Govern.ors end: 
Jud:ges of Egypt, ed. Guest, pp. 443:!T. 

Line 21. The nisbe is badly written, but is pretty certainly to be read 
as 1 have interpreted. Al-Kindi, p. 418, lines 4 :!T., mentions an Isl;ll!.q b. 
Ibrahim al-Qurail as one who was familiar with the hw courts of Egypt 
at just this time. 

Line 22. AI-Kindi, in his account of the judges and judicial proceed
ings of this time, makes occasional mention of an Ibri1mm b. [Abi] Ayyilb 
(the" Abi" is more than once omitted), a scribe of the court, who eventu
a11y was entrusted with some important a:!Taira. In his later years he was 
in disgrace, charged with having stolen 30,000 dinars from the court 
trea.sury. Ibn J;;Iajar (in Gueat'a GovernfJrll end: Jud:ges, p. 507) narrates 
how the man was mobbed and barely escaped with his life, in the year 246. 

Line 28. The names are perfectly uncertain, and the possibilities are 

many. 
Lmes 24 f. There are bad holes in the papyrus, but the restoration of 

the text is almost necessarily as given. The date is quite certain. 

ILLUMINATING THE THRONES AT THE EGYPTIAN 

JUBILEE 


JOHN A. WILSON 

UNIVERSITY OF CHICAGO 

IN 1907 PROFESSOR BREAsTED and Mr. N. de G. Davies spent a 
few days copying and photographing Amenhotep III's temple at 
Soleb between the Second and Third Cataracts.1 The most im
portant reliefs in this temple are those which illustrate the royal 
jubilee or sed festival. A few years ago Professor Breasted turned 
over to me his notebooks and photographs for study and possible 
publication. The following notes present preliminary observations 
on an interesting ceremony in the royal jubilee of ancient Egypt. 

We are concerned here with four scenes on the Pylon which 
depict the carrying of torches. These scenes have been partly 
published by Lepsius, Denkmiiler aus Aegypten und Aelhiopien, 
III, Pl. 84 a-b. Lepsius' copy does not make it clear that there 
are four scenes, running A-B-C-D from leU to right. 2 The two 
central scenes, B-C, balance each other, each showing Amenhotep 
III and Queen Tiy facing a shrine which contains a throne. 
Lepsius' copyists did not observe that there are actually two such 
shrines or baldachins shown back to back. They copied as though 
there were only one structure. These are obviously the two balda
chins which are the central feature of the jubilee ceremony. 
Pharaoh is shown here holding a torch before each. As far as one 
is able to discern on a badly broken wall, the scenes and inscrip
tions in Band C are identical. We have a ceremony of illumÏnat
ing the two jubilee thrones. 

The two outer scenes, A and D, are not identical. The scene A, 
on the leU, is almost wholly lost. Just enough is visible to relate 

l Cf. James H. Breasted, "Second Preliminary Report of the Egyptian 
Expedition," Americen JourneZ of Bemitic Lengueges end LiterMures, 25 
(Ûllt., 1908), reprinted as The Monumentll of BudeneS6 Nubia, p. 83:!T. 

1 The wall i8 badly damaged, and only careful study reveals th';" detai1s. 
The correlation of Lepsius' Pl. 84 a and 84 b with the scenes A·B-C-D is 
as fo11ows: 

[--8411.--] [ 84b ] 
[--A--] [--B--] [-0---] [--0--] 
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Notes of Other Societies 

The Committee proposed to the American Philosophical Society the 
awarding of a grant to en able Mr. Percy Buchanan to study in the field 
the possible origine of certain Japanese grammatical phenomena in Outer 
Mongolia. The application was granted. 

Endoreement was given to the American Counei! of Learned Societies in 
behalf of a project, to be directed by Professor Speiser, for an archae
ological reconnaissance of northwestern Persia. 

For ail of these projects the Committee made every possible effort to 
secure support. Members of the Society who have weIl planned nrojects 
or completed manuscripts are invited to submit them to the CoJmittee. 
Such communications ahould be addressed to Professor Harold H. Bender, 

Princeton University. 

NOTES OF OTHER SOCIETIES 

The New Orient Society has received severe blowa through the deaths 
of Dr. Laufer and, more recently, of Professor Breasted. In spite of this, 
it intends to continue its activities, and has recently published a pam
phlet under the title The New Orient. It contains an appreciation of 
Breasted by Professor Olmstead, and four other articles. 

The Fourth International Congress of Linguiste will meet at the Uni
versity of Copenhagen, August 27 to September l, 1936. The president 
will be Professor Otto Jespersen. For information address the General 
Secretary, M. Viggo Br!!indal, N!!irregade 6, Copenhagen. 

The University of Madras ie preparing a complete up-to-date catalogus 
catalogorum of Sanskrit manuscripts, to be published by the University 
of Madras, under the editorship of Mahamahopadhyaya Prof. S. Kup
puswami Sastri, M. A., Professor of Sanskrit and Comparative Philology, 
Presidency College, Madras (on leave), and Curator, Government Oriental 
Manuscripts Library, Madras-(Editor-in-Chief}; Professor P. P. S. Sastri, 
M. A. (Oxon.), Officiating Professor of Sanskrit and Comparative Philology, 
Presidency College, Madras; and Dr. C. Kunhan Raja, B. A. (Hons.), D. 
Phil. (Oxon.). Reader in Sanskrit, University of Madras. 
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